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MCC: Yield surface
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The yield surface has a form of an ellipse in the p − q plane. It is closed
in all directions for stress paths that are generated in isotropic or
oedometric compression, direct shear or triaxial laboratory tests. Due to
this one may easily reproduce most of the basic phenomena and
nonlinearities in soil behavior but with limitation to monotonic loads.
The size of the yield surface is not fixed in σ1 − σ2 − σ3 space and it is
characerized by a parameter called preconsolidation pressure pc . This
pressure increases once soil densifies for all stress paths that are going
outside the surface but below the critical state (wet side) line inclined at
angle 1 : M. For stress paths that remain on the critical state line (at
limit state) there is no volumetric plastic strain produced hence soil does
not densify nor dilates. On the other hand for overconsolidated soils
stress paths may hit the yield surface above the critical state line (dry
side) and therefore dilative plastic strains are produced and yield surface
may shrink. In the deviatoric plane (the intersection perpendicular to the
p axis) the shape of the MCC surface is not circular as in the original
model but it exhibits so called strength anisotrophy (like classical
Mohr-Coulomb criterion). This effect is crucial in correct predictions of
bearing capacities and safety factors. This strength anisotrophy is
managed through function r(..) following the formula proposed by van
Ekeelen. So the model is an elasto-plastic one with an associative plastic
flow rule and a hardening/softening mechanism.
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MCC: Isotropic compression test and p
c

evolution law
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The role of the hardening law is to describe (in incremental
manner) the relation between the hardening parameter pc and
plastic volumetric strain. In order to identify this relation one has
to perform an isotropic compression test and to plot the result in
e-ln(p) axes. By doing this we can observe that the virgin loading
and unloading paths, for soft cohesive soils, become stright lines.
This allows us to identify the hardening law. For small strains we
can assume that de = −(1 + eo) dεv (compressive strains are
negative). So we can imagine that starting from a certain point on
virgin loading path let say p(to)− e1 we perform a stress cycle by
an increment of ∆p continuing the virgin loading and then we
perform unloading with same increment ∆p. The virgin and
unloading branches can be described by the formula
eλ = eoλ − λ ln(p) , eκ = eoκ − κ ln(p). So let us compute

increments of deλ and deκ (deλ = −λ
p

dp, deκ = −κ
p

dp. Their

difference will exactly be the plastic change of the void ratio hence

dep = deλ − deκ = − (λ− κ)
1

p
dp. The last step is to say that in

isotropic compression p = pc and the hardening law is identified.
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MCC: Setting material properties

Material properties: ν, λ, κ, Mc , k

Initial state : p
co

, OCR

Restrictions:

0 < κ < λ Mc > 0

0.5 < k ≤ 1 and such that (α =
k

1
n − 1

k
1
n + 1

)≤ 0.7925

minimum value of p
co
> 0 and OCR ≥ 1.00

eo ≥ 0

0 ≤ ν ≤ 0.49999

Remarks:
κ

λ
→ 0 may yield convergence problem

k=1 (as in the original version of the model will always significantly
overestimate ultimate limit load or safety factors; hence using default setting for
the k parameter is advised

the λ parameter can be estimated as λ = 0.36 (LL− 0.09) with liquid limit
denoted by LL (Schoefield and Wroth 1968

MC can be estimated based on value of the residual friction angle φ as

MC =
6sin(φ)

3− sin(φ)
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The κ and λ parameters can be identified based on isotropic
compression test but also on oedometric test as well. In both tests
slopes λ and κ are the same.
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MCC: Setting the initial effective stresses σ0

Input files:
mcc-slope-initstate1
init-state-mohr-coulomb-siggiven

The MCC model, contrary to CAP model, requires an
initial guess for the initial effective stress state to be set
by the user

In the initial state computation hardening is deactivated
and MCC behaves as classical elasto-plastic model with
deviatoric flow rule
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Notice that once the unloading branch, that we assume does not
produce any plastic strains, is linear in e-ln(p) axes the soil stiffness
must depend on the effective stresses. The bulk modulus is

expressed as K =
1 + eo

κ
p. So every computation with that

model (also HSs) will require to set up the initial guess for
the initial effective stress no matter whether the initial state
driver is active or not.
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MCC: Setting σ0

h
σy=-γh
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How can we guess the initial stresses in that case?
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Setting the initial effective stresses can be made exclusively at the
FE level through the Initial conditions/Initial stresses.
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MCC: Setting σ0
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To define the initial stresses in quadrilateral regions (covering our
FE mesh) we can set all stress components at each vertex
separately or we can use a simplied method where we fix the
vertical stress at the top and we define the in situ Ko coefficient
and soil unit weight that will produce correct σ′o . Note that by
running the Initial State driver and assuming Ko coefficient locally
at the material level we do not need to be very precise when we
guess the initial in situ stress state. The driver will corect it
anyway.
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MCC: Setting σ0
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The previous comment applies to the case of inclined part of the
slope.
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MCC: Setting σ0

Let us compare results obtained for cohesionless soil using standard
M-C model and MCC

First we run standard M-C model with (Ko = 0.5 defined at
the material level

Then we run MCC with the initial guess for the initial stresses
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MCC: Setting σ0: Results for σx

1 MCC

2 M-C
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MCC: Setting σ0: Results for σx

1 MCC

2 M-C
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MCC: Setting σ0: Results for σy

1 MCC

2 M-C
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MCC: Setting σ0: Results for σy

1 MCC

2 M-C
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MCC: Setting σ0: Results for τxy

1 MCC

2 M-C
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MCC: Setting σ0: Results for τxy

1 MCC

2 M-C
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MCC: Setting initial preconsolidation pressure p
co

p
co

, like σo is not a material parameter but rather an initial
state parameter and it is a function of x,y,z coordinates

Once the initial stress state is defined we can set p
co

by using
the definition of the overconsolidation ratio OCR (OCR > 1)

The OCR=1 condition is equivalent to the state of normal
consolidation and OCR > 1 corresponds to the state of
overconsolidation

If the Initial state driver is activated then the resulting in situ
stress state σo is taken to set the initial p

co
, otherwise user

prescribed σo is used
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The initial pc parameter is not a material parameter but rather an
initial state one like the in situ stresses. The most common way to
define the initial preconsolidation stress is to set up the OCR value
that can be estimated based on CPTU test (refer to our report on
HSs model to find more information or try to use parameter
estimation for HSs model to reuse part of the data).
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MCC: Setting initial preconsolidation pressure p
co

Let us assume that we know the initial stress state σo

q

p

σο

1
M
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This plot shows the result of the Initial State driver at a given
Gauss point in a given finite element. As we can see in the initial
state computation the MCC ellipse is deactivated and model works
like a standard Mohr-Coulomb but with a nonlinear elastic
stiffness. This way all stress points must stay below the critical
state line (CSL).
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MCC: Setting initial preconsolidation pressure p
co

From the equation of the yield surface for given MC and k
parameters we can compute pc1 such that F (σo, pc1 = 0)

q

p
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1
M
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At the final stage of the Initial State driver we know the in situ
effective stresses σo at each point in the mesh. The first step is to
position the MCC ellipse such that the stress point remains on the
yield surface. This corresponds to the state of normal conslidation
(OCR=1). This step is done internally in the code.
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MCC: Setting initial preconsolidation pressure p
co

Compute: pc2 = OCR pc1

The initial pco is set to: pco = max (pco−min, pc2)

q

p
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1
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The second step corresponds to final size adjustement of the MCC
ellipse based on assumed OCR value and computed initial stresses.
From now on the initial ellipse size is adjusted.
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MCC: using with Stability driver

In the case of stability analysis the SF factor scales directly
the critical slope MC while hardening is disabled.

Stability analysis is run enforcing the nonassociated purely
deviatoric flow rule

In this method it may happen that the current safety factor
can be smaller than 1.0 (due to overconsolidation effect).

For that reason it is recommended to start safety
analysis with the initial safety factor smaller than 1.0.
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MCC: triaxial drained compression test

A B

-100 kPa
-100 kPa
0 kPa
-100 kPa

σx0=
σy0=
τxy0=
σz0=

`
q=100 kN/m2

Material parameters:
ν[−] eo[−] MC[−] λ[−] κ[−] p

co
[kPa] k=ME/MC[−] OCR

0.3 1 1 0.01 0.001 100 3/(3+1)=0.75 1.0/5.0
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To run drained triaxial test for a given confining stress ( let say
σ3 = 100 kPa) we generate a model with a single finite element
with the solid boundary conditions as on the slide above and we
set up the initial stresses σo = {−100,−100, 0,−100, 0}. The
problem is solved as axisymmetric hence the left boundary of the
mesh must be aligned at the vertical axis. On the right vertical
edge of the element (this one can freely move) we apply a surface
uniform horizontal load that is equivalent to the assumed confining
stress i.e. q = σ3 = 100kN/m2. The loading program we assume
as a displacement driven hence vertical displacements at the two
top nodes are prescribed and parametrized by the load time
function until the limit state is achieved. To obtain very accurate
results we cannot forget to set a sharper convergence norm for the
out of balance force let say 1.0e-6 or less (but more than 1.0e-14).
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MCC: triaxial drained compression test OCR=1
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For normally consolidated sample the effective stress path is
migrating along the stright line (inclined with slope 3:1) and the
yield surface (the ellipse) follows the stress point. At any stage
plastic strains are produced (compressive) until the stress point
hits the critical state line. At this point yield surface is not
changing anymore as volumetric plastic straining disappears.
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MCC: triaxial drained compression test OCR=5
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In this example we consider the overconsolidated case with
OCR=5. To model the overconsolidation we build a single element
model like for the case with OCR=1 but OCR value must be set to
5.0. That is the only difference. In this case (for confining stress
σ3 = 100 kPa) the size of the ellipse will be pco = 500 kPa while
the initial stress will stay on the p axis at value of 100 kPa. By
imposing vertical displacements the stress path follows again a
stright segment line with slope 3:1, it passes the critical state line
and plastic straining starts to develop when the point hits the yield
surface. As it is above the critical state line dilative plastic
volumetric strains are produced and hence the ellipse starts
shrinking and the stress point returns progressively to the critical
state line. This phenomenon is called softening. The MCC model
for cases of overconsolidated soils may yield mesh dependency
effects.
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MCC: how to model undrained triaxial test

Analysis must be run as Deformation+Flow mode and
consolidation driver must be used

We have to assume that γF is very small to cancel body
loading (let say 10−8 kPa)

At the initial state we impose pressure BC at all nodes and set
p = 0

When running consolidation driver all pressure BCs must be
deactivated to make all boundaries impermeable

Hence there is no flow in the single element test → so
permeability coeficients kx , ky can be set to zero

To represent the undrained behavior we have to set large but
finite value for the fluid bulk modulus let say 1e9 kPa or 1e10
kPa and nonzero value for the initial void ratio eo
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The fluid continuity equation is expressed as
ε̇kk − div(vF )− c ṗ = 0. In the undrained limit for a single element
test there is no relative movement of fluid particles with respect to
the skeleton hence the div(vF ) = 0. This is why permeability
coefficients should not affect our solution at least in the analytical
considerations. The ratio between fluid and soil bulk moduli should

be of order
KF

K
= 105 ÷ 106. This corresponds to the penalty

formulation that may fail to converge if the penalty factor is too
large. In such case computation will be terminated and in the log
file we will see that some null pivots are detected. To remedy the
problem we have to diminish the value of the fluid bulk modulus.
Note that the two-phase stabilization should not be activated in
this case (it is not designed for single element tests) as any pressure
oscillation is observed (pressure is constant over the element).
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MCC: triaxial undrained compression test

q=200 kN/m2

A B

-200 kPa
-200 kPa
0 kPa
-200 kPa

σx0=
σy0=
τxy0=
σz0=

pF=0 pF=0

pF=0 pF=0 q=200 kN/m2

A B

t=0 t > 0

D

Material parameters:
ν[−] eo[−] MC[−] λ[−] κ[−] p

co
[kPa] k=ME/MC[−] OCR

0.3 1 1 0.05 0.01 1 1.0 1.0/5.0
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To set properly the data set for this test follow the instructions
concerning modeling of undrained behavior for lab test.
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MCC: triaxial undrained compression test OCR=1,
OCR=5
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The vertical branch of the effective stress path above the critical
state line, for OCR = 5, is not observed in real experiments.
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Example: Oil tank problem : Geometry

Goal: Estimation of deformation and bearing capacity for a circular
tank foundation on soft soil. The design load is q = 122 kN/m2

3m

37m

fill

Clay
OCR=1

q

60m

p=0
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Example: Oil tank problem : Analysis & Drivers

Initial State

Consolidation from t=0..1 with step
∆t=0.1(q = 77kN/m2)

Driven Load from t=1.9..2.0 with step ∆t = 0.1

Consolidation from t=2..3 with step
∆t=0.1(q = 122kN/m2)

Consolidation from t=3..7 with step ∆t=0.1(q increases
up to failure)

NB. Driven load driver will lead to immediate excess pore
pressure dissipation
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Example: Oil tank problem : Material properties

• Soft clay (MCC model)

ν[−] eo[−] γ[kN/m3] MC[−] λ[−] κ[−] p
co

[ kPa] OCR k [−]

0.28 1.3 20 1.05 0.182 0.0455 1 1 0.74

γF[kN/m3] KF [kPa] kx = ky [m/year] α [m−1] Sr β

10 1038 0.003 2 1 0

NB. • Sr = 1 parameter does not play any role as the medium is
to be fully saturated during whole loading history.

• Fill material (standard M-C model)

E [kPa] ν [−] γ [kN/m3] φ [o ] ψ [o ] c [kPa]
60000.0 0.25 20 30 0 5
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Example: Oil tank problem : Results

0.0
-10.0

-20.0
-30.0

-40.0

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0

DISPLACEMENT-ABS
t =  6.4 [year]    
Z_SOIL.PC 2003 v.6.12 Custom    License No: --------    Company :     
Author :     Date : 2004-03-05  03:53:24    File : D:\v6_ztuser\exe\inp\mcc-report\tank-mcc-2
Title :   

 0 0.000e+00

 1 3.971e+01

 2 7.942e+01

 3 1.191e+02

 4 1.588e+02

 5 1.986e+02

 6 2.383e+02

 7 2.780e+02

 8 3.177e+02

 9 3.574e+02

10 3.971e+02

11 4.368e+02

12 4.765e+02

13 5.162e+02

14 5.560e+02

15 5.957e+02

16 6.354e+02

17 6.751e+02

18 7.148e+02

19 7.545e+02

20 7.942e+02

UNIT
[m]

Failure mode (partial dissipation is active)
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Example: Oil tank problem : Results

0.0
-10.0

-20.0
-30.0

-40.0

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0

PORE PRESSURE
t-ref.= 0.0 [year]    t =  1.0 [year]    
Z_SOIL.PC 2003 v.6.12 Custom    License No: --------    Company :     
Author :     Date : 2004-03-05  03:53:24    File : D:\v6_ztuser\exe\inp\mcc-report\tank-mcc-2
Title :   

 0 -7.000e+01

 1 -6.650e+01

 2 -6.300e+01

 3 -5.950e+01

 4 -5.600e+01

 5 -5.250e+01

 6 -4.900e+01

 7 -4.550e+01

 8 -4.200e+01

 9 -3.850e+01

10 -3.500e+01

11 -3.150e+01

12 -2.800e+01

13 -2.450e+01

14 -2.100e+01

15 -1.750e+01

16 -1.400e+01

17 -1.050e+01

18 -7.000e+00

19 -3.500e+00

20 0.000e+00

UNIT
[kN/m^2]

Excess pore pressure at q = 77kNm2
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Example: Oil tank problem : Results

0.0
-10.0

-20.0
-30.0

-40.0

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0

PORE PRESSURE
t-ref.= 0.0 [year]    t =  3.0 [year]    
Z_SOIL.PC 2003 v.6.12 Custom    License No: --------    Company :     
Author :     Date : 2004-03-05  03:53:24    File : D:\v6_ztuser\exe\inp\mcc-report\tank-mcc-2
Title :   

 0 -7.000e+01

 1 -6.650e+01

 2 -6.300e+01

 3 -5.950e+01

 4 -5.600e+01

 5 -5.250e+01

 6 -4.900e+01

 7 -4.550e+01

 8 -4.200e+01

 9 -3.850e+01

10 -3.500e+01

11 -3.150e+01

12 -2.800e+01

13 -2.450e+01

14 -2.100e+01

15 -1.750e+01

16 -1.400e+01

17 -1.050e+01

18 -7.000e+00

19 -3.500e+00

20 0.000e+00

UNIT
[kN/m^2]

Excess pore pressure at q = 122kNm2
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Example: Oil tank problem : Results

Horizontal movements at q = 122 kN/m2 (section at x=12 m)
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Example: Oil tank problem : Results
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